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What I really want to talk about tonight is "beauty" - the Beauty of God which somehow and I 

believe sadly we seem to have rather lost touch with in contemporary theology. I wanted somehow 

to clear some ground and explore my own sense that virtue (and particularly the virtue of justice) 

does not and cannot flourish without an embodied consciousness of beauty and joy (which I do 

believe are closely linked). Just as we seem to have grasped that we cannot have peace without 

justice, so I would argue that we cannot have justice without beauty. This is allied to but not quite 

the same as saying that justice is beautiful which it is – or would be if we ever got a chance to 

experience it. However, sadly, I discovered that I really did not know how, was not able, to articulate 

what I want to say in the form of a “lecture” – and now think perhaps it might have to be done as a 

poem, a painting, music, or landscape:  a work of creative or artistic intelligence rather than 

intellectual or philosophical intelligence. We will be coming back to Aquinas later, so it is perhaps 

worth remembering that later in his life, after spending decades trying to pursue the idea that we 

could know at least something about God through “reason” he had some sort of mystical experience 

in 1272 when he was about 50 and after that could no longer be bothered to write anymore 

philosophy, saying "I can do no more. Such secrets have been revealed to me that all I have written 

now appears to be as straw." 

So really this paper is not about connecting justice and joy as advertised, but rather about how it is 

difficult to do this and why, nonetheless, we might want to try. 

But I am going to begin by explaining the title of this paper: Bread and Roses. 
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Those of you who are as old as I am may remember “Bread and Roses” as a protest folk song sung in 

the early 1970s by a number of signers including Judy Collins – but in fact it is considerably older 

than that.  The lyrics are based on a 1912 poem by James Oppenheim and in its second publication it 

has an explicit dedication to the women textile workers of Lawrence, Massachusetts who had earlier 

in the year won a hotly contested strike. 

The Lawrence Textile Workers’ strike of 2012 was historically significant, partly because of the 

unscrupulous and vicious opposition it stirred up – including a notorious incident in which three 

Union organisers were framed for a murder, and an appalling attack by the local militia on a large 

group of children (some very young) trying to board a train to take them to other working 

communities to protect them from hunger and violence.  But the strike had other more long term 

consequences. Official trade union conviction of the time was that it was impossible to organise 

multi-ethnic solidarity. In Lawrence there were 51 ethnic and language groups, mainly fragmented 

into their own community textile factories and the International Workers of the World, a radical 

workers group demonstrated that, so long as you incorporated community leaders into the planning 

organisation it was perfectly possible to have cross-community cohesion.  The same applied to 

women workers – unionising women was crucial in the textile industry because it was so heavily 

dominated by women workers, especially at the un-skilled end of the trade.   The stoical courage, 

solidarity and creative flair of the women strikers in Lawrence knocked this canard on the head. 

Lawrence was also, incidentally the place where the “moving picket” was invented. The rather 

baffling pictures even to-day of demonstrators in the USA walking round in slow circles started here 

as a rather brilliant way round the criminalising of “conspiring to obstruct a public roadway” by 

picketing:  in Lawrence someone realised the American law had no way of making criminal for a 

group anything that was legal for an individual – and obviously walking on a public pavement was 

legal for an individual! 
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It was also a very successful strike, unlike many. But it has become known more widely as the “Bread 

and Roses” strike because it is claimed, very possibly a-historically (right from the start the stories 

matter) that the women marched with placards and chants of “Bread and Roses.” “Give us bread 

and give us roses.” And whether or not this is in fact accurate Oppenheimer honoured the concept in 

his poem.  I am not going to read you the whole poem because it is pretty dire in many ways, but the 

opening verse goes: 

As we come marching, marching in the beauty of the day, 

A million darkened kitchens, a thousand mill lofts gray, 

Are touched with all the radiance that a sudden sun discloses, 

For the people hear us singing: "Bread and roses! Bread and roses!" 

But neither the women of Lawrence nor James Oppenheimer in fact invented this “slogan.” It was 

coined by Rose Schneiderman, a Russian Jewish immigrant and a feminist union activist, and the 

earliest recorded use of it was in a speech in favour of women’s suffrage. 

When a state legislator warned that "Get women into the arena of politics with its alliances and 

distressing contests--the delicacy is gone, the charm is gone, and you emasculize women", 

Schneiderman responded: 

"We have women working in the foundries, stripped to the waist, if you please, because of 

the heat. Yet the Senator says nothing about these women losing their charm. . . Of course, 

you know the reason they are employed in foundries is that they are cheaper and work 

longer hours than men. Women in the laundries, for instance, stand for 13 or 14 hours in the 

terrible steam and heat with their hands in hot starch. Surely these women won't lose any 

more of their beauty and charm by putting a ballot in a ballot box once a year than they are 

likely to lose standing in foundries or laundries all year round. There is no harder contest 

than the contest for bread, let me tell you that. . . 
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What the woman who labors wants is the right to live, not simply exist — the right to life as 

the rich woman has the right to life, and to the sun and to music and to art. . . The worker 

must have bread, but she must have roses, too. 

(I am not sure what it was about Russian-Jewish women immigrants, but “bread and roses” is very 

close in spirit to Emma Goldman’s “if I can’t dance I don’t want to be part of your revolution.”)  

So when I was invited to give this lecture about justice and joy – beauty and virtue - in Leeds, 

another textile town with a heroic union history I thought I would like to use this title to honour 

Rose Schneiderman and that feminist tradition of courage and a determination not to see “political 

activism” as purely “secular materialism.”  A discourse not just of bread, but of roses too. 

Nor, as I hope to demonstrate is all this irrelevant.  It seems to me that in the fuzz and fragmentation 

of a post modern culture we have lost sight of the roses – we are not even sure that we think roses 

exist or even if they do whether they are a good thing. And we certainly seem to have detached 

beauty and joy from theological and ethical thought and from Gospel values.  (I’ll come back to the 

Gospel values later.)  This was not really a problem for early or Mediaeval Christianity – which pretty 

consistently believed that Joy was a virtue (you could cultivate it and you should do so) and a fruit of 

the Holy Spirit – even interestingly a “proof” or at least test for, and sign of, holiness and that beauty 

was evidence of the goodness and the generosity of God and, as such, fairly unproblematic. 

OK. Back to Thomas Aquinas who lived from about 1225 to 1274 and was perhaps the most 

influential Christian philosopher-theologian of all time.  Obviously he was not working in a vacuum 

but was part of a wider movement often now known as Scholasticism. This movement was heavily 

influenced by the “return” of Greek Philosophy to Europe following the expansion of Islam 

westwards and the Crusades. (We do all need to remind ourselves of this: in the 8th and 9th 

centuries the “translation” movement in Persia under the Abbasid Caliphates of al-Harun and al-

Mamun, preserved, translated and developed Greek philosophy, which had been lost to the west 
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after the collapse of the Roman Empire in the 5th and 6th centuries. We teach children that the 

renaissance developed out of the recovery of the classical Greek texts but too often forget that they 

were being translated back into Latin from Persian and Arabic and that the application of Greek 

Metaphysics to the Christian texts including the Bible had been done with the Quran four hundred 

years earlier by thinkers like Al-kindi.) 

One of the central inquiries that Aquinas set himself is how we can speak at all of, and what we can 

say about, a God who is pure spirit and cannot therefore have any “qualities” or characteristics or 

participation in temporal (non-eternal) or spatial (non-infinite) materiality.  We have an unknown, 

unknowable God, about whom we can say nothing directly, who nonetheless “wishes” to be 

revealed. Even in this sentence you can see the problem – “wishes” cannot properly describe the 

actions of such a God because the implication of the word “wish” or “desire” would be that there 

were limits on the power of that God to realise, to make real, the intention.  Moreover, such a 

“pure” God can only be thought of in the active voice not the passive:  you would need to distort 

normal grammar in any serious attempt to express the idea of a God who pours out self-revealing. 

We have, Aquinas would argue an utterly and ineffably unknowable God who is eternally and 

infinitely self-revealing.  This is a central paradox that Thomistic thought addresses itself to. 

Aquinas’ big breakthrough if you like was to follow Aristotle in suggesting that there were things we 

could know and tentatively at least say about God because we could apply deductive reason to 

observable phenomena. And by this method Aquinas came up with a pretty short list of things we 

could properly say about God. The first was that God “is”, that god has being, or essence, God exists. 

And the other four that follow from this are that God is love; God is good, God is truth and God is 

beauty. (You may recognise this list from the well-known hymn “sing aloud, loud, loud.”)  It is 

important, though difficult now, to understand that these are NOT adjectives. The word “good” 

confuses things because it can indeed be an adjective syntactically (as in “Be a good girl”). For 

Aquinas these are substantives – the official word for “nouns”, although of course abstract nouns 
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because God has no corporeality, concreteness. Aquinas is not saying that God is loving, virtuous, 

truthful or beautiful (although God may very well be all those things in action (adverbial and 

adjectival)  He is saying that these substantive abstract “things” are only fully present in God and 

that God is the necessary source of them; there is not a “person” called God to whom these 

descriptive terms may be applied – what God is (inter alia sine God cannot be constricted by our 

capacity to reason) is being truth goodness beauty and so on. They are the knowable or nameable 

qualities of what it is to be God being.  We can deduce their reality from their consistent but 

incomplete presence in the creation – no one created thing presents or even represents the fullness 

of the divine being, but we can, as it were, risk assuming them to be of the essence of divine being. 

“All the beauty I see, God has given to me” and the giving or infinite out-pouring is an act of self-

revelation. 

Now I think that most of us would be – perhaps too easily and reflexively – happy to say that God is 

love and God is good.  We might have a slight difficulty – more grammatically than ethically in saying 

“God is truth.” The concept of a single “entity”, a noun however abstract  called “truth” has, in 

modernity become intensely problematic and anyway and additionally we might well feel a bit 

uncomfortable with the language of ideals and essences and forms – that Thomism found so 

delightful and liberating. We are all a bit Pontius Pilate-ish about truth as an eternal and unchanging 

absolute; but however tricky the articulation of the statement may feel, I don’t think many people 

would say “God is untruth” – either God exits as something truth-full or God does not exist.  We 

would understand the sentence, “God is truth” even if we wished to express it rather differently.  

But not just intellectually, emotionally too, we seem to have lost any sense at all of what it might 

mean to say that God is Beauty.   

In fact I could put it more strongly than that:  beauty is now to be regarded with grave suspicion. At 

best it is irrelevant; and worst it is dangerous and destructive.  Both in the humanities and, too often 
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in theology also, beauty is seen as a “snare and delusion.”  The case for the prosecution is not always 

coherent, but it is wide ranging and often forceful. Some of the arguments against beauty are: 

Beauty distracts or diverts or digresses from the pursuit of justice. It occupies time or space or 

creative energy that ought to be spent on relieving or contesting injustice; beauty is therefore in 

opposition to love. 

Beauty necessarily avoids such “real” truths as injustice, pain, horror and oppression; or where it 

does attend to them it trivialises and numbs their meaning because beauty gives pleasure, gives 

delight, which is an inappropriate response to misery. So beauty is in opposition to truth. 

Beauty offers consolation rather than transformation. It is frivolous  

Beauty inspires people to ownership, to possession. It encourages acquisition, envy, and reification. 

Beauty is sensory, rather than intellectual or spiritual and therefore “worldly” and inferior. 

Beauty damages both the object that manifests it and any object that does not (by elevating pride in 

the former and undermining self-esteem in the latter.  

Beauty is subjective; it is both socially constructed and totally individual. It is moreover ephemeral 

and inconstant. It therefore has no relationship to the ideal, the divine; it is simply a “matter of 

taste” without moral or philosophical meaning.  It is trivial. 

Now as I have compiled it, this is a pretty scatter shot list; indeed elements in it are blatantly partial, 

contradictory or simply ridiculous. It is hard to see for example how the argument that beauty 

damages the beautiful can be applied to anything non- human since you might well think that a 

waterfall or sonnet does not have variable “self-esteem” and cannot be damaged (or indeed 

changed) by being attended to or gazed on with delight.  Nor do I see much evidence that beauty 

causes envy and acquisitiveness, since neither money nor power (the two things people are most 

likely to desire to acquire) fit easily into the normal categories of Beauty  
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(Unless of course you happen to be a dragon: we all know that dragons find gold and gem stones 

“beautiful” and yearn to possess them, to hoard and brood on them.  But equally we know that 

dragons like to eat virgins – but no one suggests young women should abandon their virginity in 

order to protect themselves from dragons. The ethical behaviour of dragons is not very helpful here) 

I think there are in fact good defences, though of different kinds, against all these charges, but the 

two I want to look at more now are: 

Beauty distracts or diverts or digresses from the pursuit of justice. It occupies time or space or 

creative energy that ought to be spent on relieving or contesting injustice; beauty is therefore in 

opposition to love. 

And 

Beauty is subjective; it is both socially constructed and totally individual. It is moreover ephemeral 

and inconstant. It therefore has no relationship to the ideal, the divine; it is simply a “matter of 

taste” without moral or philosophical meaning.  It is trivial. 

These are both serious charges and have a sort of plausibility and feel to me as though they 

deserved proper consideration. They are not the place for jokes about the morals of dragons. And it 

is here precisely that I start to feel that incompetence, or inability, that I am mentioned at the 

beginning, but I am going to try because I think it is important and because I want at the very least to 

open up a wider awareness and discussion of the issues. 

Does Beauty distract us from the pursuit of justice?  Presumably it could do this in two slightly 

different ways. It could cause us to abandon social activism and the adorability of the Other and 

shamble about 24/7 seeking the sensations of Beauty elsewhere – the usual “unjust” places are in 

self-indulgence, what we call “decadence” including “art for art’s sake”; in “nature”; and in 

meditation or Contemplative prayer (or indeed any sort of prayer.)  Or it could cause us to locate 

beauty in the oppressed, in the objects of our social concern or action (as for example some artists 
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do:  think of Goya, think of Picasso’s Guernica – and indeed think of all the representations of the 

Crucifixion – or at least all the good ones) thus making oppression delightful to us.  And as a matter 

of fact we can all think of instances of both these things happening.   

The simplest counter-argument is that most people can, in fact, multi-task and it is demonstrably 

possible to do some of both – to seek bread and roses. 

But I would want to go further and argue that a perception of beauty has some psychological effects 

which in fact are highly likely to inspire us to engage with justice – two I’d mention here are energy 

and humility.  The experience of an encounter with beauty is commonly reported to be intensely 

“refreshing” – it makes us feel “high”, enthusiastic and energetic , it moves us away from depression 

and towards the virtue of “hope”:  and as Augustine (perhaps surprisingly) tells us “Hope has two 

lovely daughters, courage and  anger” two qualities that would seem indispensable in a struggle for 

Justice. Similarly the perception of beauty is very frequently accompanied by a sense of our own 

limitations and ego. Beauty has a marked tendency to “put us in our place” (an expression which has 

acquired oddly negative vibes, since if it is our place you might expect it would be good to be put in 

it.) Beauty relocates us in a larger framework – and is one of the very few experiences of humility 

which is deeply pleasurable, indeed delightful. 

But I would also argue experientially that finding the object of concern and care beautiful does in 

practice cause us to pay better attention and work harder. A good example here is with babies. I 

have two children and I can tell you with complete authority that at birth they were the two most 

beautiful babies there have ever been.  I have encountered a large number of other babies, many of 

whom seemed perfectly acceptable-looking to me, but in every case their “owners” (and perhaps 

especially their mothers) had the curious delusion that they were uniquely superlatively beautiful. 

And it is the perception of the beauty of the baby that makes it possible to put in the hard slog of 

necessary loving, caring, working for the child; the perceived beauty of the baby, which appears to 

be an almost universal biological mechanism, enables attention and service to the powerless. 
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Beauty is subjective and ephemeral.  Here my counter-argument would be exactly the opposite. 

Rather than saying “this is not true”, I’d want to “yes indeed and so what?”  Surely it is precisely the 

flexible, shimmered, transient, elusive loveliness of beauty itself, its diversity, its attunement to 

individual psychology and to specific moments or periods of time that points to its universal “pull” or 

nature of beauty; that suggests its timeless and divine source.  The fact that some people select 

what I might see as “bad” objects of beauty is no different from noticing that some people select 

“bad” objects of love:  we do not dismiss love as an ultimate good because its objects are both 

ephemeral and subjective.  The capacity of someone, somewhere, to find Beauty in almost anything 

however repellent it may seem to me, is an important defence of Beauty not an argument against it.  

The fact that we cannot even agree about what beauty is or how it triggers the strangely deep 

emotional response in us that it undeniably does trigger seems to me to move it into the category of 

the ineffable or mysterious which is almost a proof of its divine origin. 

As an example of this numinosity, this beauty and its subjective, ephemeral reality I’d like to look 

very quickly at Chapters 20 and 21 of John’s Gospel – that is, at the Resurrection narratives.  It seems 

to me that all the Gospel accounts of the post-resurrection appearances of Jesus are a bit weird, 

both vivid and somehow mysterious at the same time; we see writers struggling I think at the very 

outer limits of what language can express (except Mark who does not even attempt it.) But John’s 

narrative “strategy” is fascinating. Up to the moment of recognition the narrative is almost bizarrely 

detailed and precise:  

“Mistaking him for the gardener”. . . 

 “Eight days later, Thomas was with them and the doors were shut – ‘put your finger here, reach out 

your hand and place it my side” . . .  

“Peter put on his clothes, for he was stripped for work and sprang into the sea [this is pretty odd in 

itself; most people take their clothes off when the go swimming] The other disciples came in the 
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boat, dragging the net full of fish, for they were about 100 yards off shore. They saw a charcoal fire 

with fish cooking on it and bread (But even so Jesus tells them to go and get some of the newly 

caught fish.) So Peter hauled in the net, full of large fish, 153 of them and the net was not torn.” 

But after these careful reported moments up to recognition the narrative falls abruptly silent about 

“what happens next”.  Does Thomas put his hand in the wounds – or just gawp? Did one of the 

disciples get their nerve together to ask him “who are you?”? What does Mary Magdalene DO after 

she says “Rabboni”, but before Jesus says, “Don’t cling to me”? 

It is left open-ended, allowing I would suggest for an entirely subjective “personally/psychologically 

fitted” experience of the beauty of the resurrection. John challenges us with the implied (or at least 

permitted) question, “how do you respond?” 

(Those whose faith is strong and free can come up with very unexpected answers to John’s question. 

I was once watching Four Weddings and a Funeral on the TV with a very sweet – and holy – elderly 

nun. At one point in the film Scarlett (Charlotte Coleman’s character) hurls herself at full speed into 

the arms of Chester (Randall Paul), wrapping her arms round his neck and her legs round his waist. I 

heard Sister gasp and when I asked her what it was she said, “That’s exactly what I’ve always 

imagined Mary Magdalen doing in the resurrection garden.”  When I told this to someone else they 

said, “Oh, I’ve always assumed they danced together, something like a Tango.” Completely 

subjective, but definitely beautiful responses.) 

The beauty of the resurrection is enhanced rather than undermined by its availability for 

interpretation and visualisation in the subjective 

But if these negative beliefs are NOT the effects of Beauty then what are those effects? 

Rowan Williams, responding to a question about the relation between beauty and truth, said that 

“beauty expands our hearts into joy....by breaking open our boring and prosaic habits of mind and 

broadening our horizons”. 
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Joy – not happiness – but the spirit filled grace of JOY. Bliss. Jouissance. What I am suggesting here is 

that the experience of beauty, contact with beauty, opens us into joy and hope, which are both 

expansive and energising emotions that overcome, or rather overwhelm our fear, our laziness and 

our egos, while at the same time placing us in a larger, more spacious relationship to the world; our 

sympathies and imaginations are expanded, our creativity and capacity to love are enhanced by joy 

and we are, therefore, more able and more likely to embrace Justice usefully , as we saw among the 

singing women of the Lawrence strike. We too 

Are touched with all the radiance that a sudden sun discloses,  

For the people hear us singing: "Bread and roses! Bread and roses!" 

 

And, tentatively, I want to push beyond Joy and suggest that a direct experience of Beauty can, in 

and of itself, open us to Awe:  the traditional response to the presence of God. 

Awe was primarily a religious emotion, which was re-vamped by the Romantic Movement in the 

early nineteenth century as a response to what they were calling the Sublime – those aspects of the 

natural world which functioned for them (and still perhaps does for many of us) as a sublimation of 

religious experience. And that because of its origins awe always and necessarily contains a strong 

element of profound fear.  Indeed the OED defines it as “terror or dread mingled with veneration or 

reverential fear; the attitude of a mind subdued in the presence of supreme authority.”  And the 

verb – “to awe” is even clearer: “to inspire with dread, strike fear into, terrify, daunt; to control or 

restrain by the influence of fear.”  

I suggest that awe also always carries with it, at some level at least, a feeling of being humbled.  Awe 

diminishes pride.  It makes us feel small and vulnerable and at risk. 

In the Bible fear is the normal response to direct encounters with God – from Adam and Eve 

immediately after the Fall, through Abraham, Moses, Elijah, Zachariah, Mary and the shepherds to 
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Peter – the awareness of the presence of God is accompanied by fear and a sense of inadequacy, 

humility and littleness.  All that falling flat on one’s face and begging to be let off. As a society we 

have firmly rejected this idea. Awe has now become an entirely comfortable emotion, edifying, 

pleasing and even to an extent something to be proud of feeling, as demonstrating a certain 

elevated sensibility. 

Another definition of “awe” I read in an on-line contemporary dictionary defined it as “a feeling 

somewhat like wonder but less joyous.”  It seemed to me that what people are now describing as 

awe, is really far nearer to “wonder”, which is indeed a joyous feeling, but not by any means the 

same – it is easier and therefore smaller than awe. A great many aspects of the created world bring 

on a deep sense of wonder at the beauty and intricacy and also the weirdness of what is out there. 

But my suggestion is that without the elemental terror and “smallification” awe is simply wonder We 

want to claim the grand sensation without for a second giving up our capacity to face the sublime or 

the divine on terms of cosy equality. 

Fear of fear diminishes us. We have diminished our language: awful and dreadful have joined horrid 

and terrible as meaning simply “not very agreeable.” (I had an awful day, the traffic was dreadful 

and I am horribly late; I am terribly sorry.) We are diminishing our experience of God.  Proper 

reverential fear of that which is worthy of reverence is a good strong feeling.  

Wordsworth knew this, and writing of his own childhood, said, 

Fair seed-time had my soul, and I grew up  

Foster'd alike by beauty and by fear. 

 

I do not really have time to press on here, but do not want to stop without mentioning my personal 

belief that experiences of awe and unprotected beauty – especially in childhood – are vital, 

necessary, for the development of the deep playfulness of the creative imagination, without which 
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there can be no justice. Nor even perhaps much point in justice if it could be achieved: joyless justice 

sounds pretty chilly to me. 

We need bread and we need roses too. Give us bread and give us roses, because “The beauty of God 

is the cause of being of all that is.” 

  

 

 
 

 


